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Machine learning techniques have facilitated image retrieval by automatically classifying
and annotating images with keywords. Among them Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
have been used extensively due to their generalization properties. However, SVM training
is notably a computationally intensive process especially when the training dataset is
large. This paper presents MRSMO, a MapReduce based distributed SVM algorithm for
automatic image annotation. The performance of the MRSMO algorithm is evaluated in an
experimental environment. By partitioning the training dataset into smaller subsets and
optimizing the partitioned subsets across a cluster of computers, the MRSMO algorithm
reduces the training time significantly while maintaining a high level of accuracy in both
binary and multiclass classifications.
© 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The increasing number of images being generated by digitized devices has brought up a number of challenges in image
retrieval. Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) was proposed to allow users to retrieve relevant images based on their low-
level features such as color, texture and shape. However, the accuracy of CBIR is not adequate due to the existence of a
Semantic Gap, a gap between the low-level visual features such as textures and colors and the high-level concepts that are
normally used by the user in the search process [1]. Annotating images with labels is one of the solutions to narrow the
semantic gap [2]. Automatic image annotation is a method of automatically generating one or more labels to describe the
content of an image, a process which is commonly considered as amulti-class classification. Typically, images are annotated
with labels based on the extracted low level features. Machine learning techniques have facilitated image annotation by
learning the correlations between image features and annotated labels [2].
Support VectorMachine (SVM) techniques have been used extensively in automatic image annotation [3–9]. The qualities
of SVM based classification have been proven to be remarkable [10–13]. In its basic form SVM creates a hyperplane as the
decision plane, which separates the positive and negative classeswith the largestmargin [10]. SVMs have shown a high level
of accuracy in classifications due to their generalized properties. SVMs can correctly classify data which are not involved
in the training process. This can be evidenced from our previous work in evaluating the performance of representative
classifiers in image annotation [14]. The evaluation results showed that SVM performs better than other classifiers in terms
of accuracy, however the training time of the SVM classifier is notably longer than that of other classifiers.
It has been widely recognized that SVMs are computationally intensive when the size of the training dataset is large. An
SVM kernel usually involves an algorithmic complexity of O (m2n), where n is the dimension of the input andm represents
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the training instances. The computation time in SVM training is quadratic in the number of training instances. To speedup
SVM training, distributed computing paradigms have been researched to partition a large training dataset into small parts
and process each part in parallel utilizing the resources of a cluster of computers [15–20]. Other solutions include the
utilization of specialized processing hardware such as Graphics Processing Units (GPU) [21]. Although some progress has
been made by these approaches, they mainly depend on specialized complex algorithms and processing environments. In
additionmaintaining low level datamovement between participating nodes in a cluster computing is a challenge which can
greatly influence the overall performances.
This paper presents MRSMO, a high performance SVM algorithm for automatic image annotation, using Google’s
MapReduce [22], a distributed computing framework that facilitates data intensive processing. MRSMO is built on
the Sequent Minimal Optimization (SMO) algorithm [21] and implemented using the Hadoop implementation [23] of
MapReduce. The framework facilitates a number of important functions such as partitioning the input data, scheduling
the program’s execution across a cluster of participating nodes, handling node failures, and managing the required network
communications. This allows programmers with limited experience of parallel and distributed computing to easily utilize
the resources of a large distributed system [22]. MRSMO efficiently performs the expensive computation and updating steps
related to the optimality condition vector in parallel. In our approach we partition the training data according to the dataset
size as well as the number of MapReduce mappers to be employed. In the Hadoop context, it is fundamental to identify
the appropriate task dimension and establish a balance between framework overhead and increased load balancing and
parallelism. The strategy for influencing thenumber ofmappers andmap tasks is basedon thenumber of dataset fragments or
chunks as well as respective sizes. Wemaintain classification accuracy close to global SVM optimization solvers by adopting
simple yet effective strategies for global weight vector in linear SVM and global support vector computation in non-linear
cases.
By partitioning the training dataset into smaller subsets and allocating each of the partitioned subsets to a single map
task, eachmap function optimizes the partition in parallel and finally the reducer combines the results.We onlymake use of a
singleMapReduce operation for each data chunkprocessed. This immensely reduces the number ofMapReduce computation
steps required. A single reducer is sufficient to process the output of allmappers due to their relatively small size compared
to mappers input which leads to a greater level of efficiency. The number of mappers and map tasks is selected based on
the number of dataset fragments or chunks. The selection was based on empirical evaluations intended to identify optimal
performance using the prototype cluster setup and node count. The performance of the MRSMO algorithm is evaluated in
an experimental environment. The MRSMO algorithm reduces the training time significantly while maintaining a high level
of accuracy in binary and multiclass classifications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related work in SVM parallelization. Section 3
describes in detail the design and implementation of theMRSMO algorithm. Section 4 evaluates the performance ofMRSMO
in an experimental environment. Section 5 concludes the paper and points out some future work.
2. Related work
SVM’s Achilles heel has consistently been related to real world performance, especially in the context of large training
sets. SVM training is a computationally intensive process especially when the size of the training dataset is large. In an effort
to increase performance and scalability, reduce complexity aswell as ensure that the required level of classification accuracy
is retained, numerous avenues have been explored.
Data chunking, or rather splitting the training data is applied extensively to improve SVM performance. This aspect is
similar in part to the approach adopted in our work. However, reliance on specialized coding techniques and supporting
libraries, rather than adopting widely available and commodity approaches is considered to be a disadvantage. Collobert
et al. [16] propose a parallel SVM training algorithm in which training of multiple SVMs is performed using subsets of the
training data, and then the classifiers are combined into a final single classifier. The training data are then reallocated to
the classifiers based on their performance and the process is iterated until convergence is reached. However the frequent
reallocation of trainingdata during the optimizationprocessmay cause a reduction in the training speed. Zanghirati et al. [24]
present a parallel implementation of the SVM training algorithm based on the decomposition technique using message
passing interface (MPI) that splits the problem into smaller quadratic programming subproblems. The outcomes of each
subproblem are combined. However the performance of the parallel implementation is heavily depended on which caching
strategy is used to avoid re-computation of previously used elements. Winters-Hilt and Armond [25] propose a distributed
SVMalgorithmbased on chunkingmethod that partition the training data and solve SVMon smaller chunks of data. The large
dataset is broken into smaller chunks and the SVM is solved on each separate chunk, all chunk results are brought together
and re-chunked. This process continues until the final chunk is calculated which gives the trained result. The limitation of
this approach is that the training data are shared between different nodes which consequently could increase the overhead
in training. Hazen et al. [18] introduce a parallel decomposition algorithm for training SVM where each computing node
is responsible for a predetermined subset of the training data. The results of the subsets solutions are sum-weighted and
sent back to the computing nodes iteratively. The algorithm is based on the principles of convex conjugate duality. The
key feature of the algorithm is that each processing node uses independent memory and CPU resources with limited
communication bandwidth. Huang et al. [17] proposed a modular network architecture which consists of several SVMs;
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each trained on a small subregion of the whole training data. However there is a relationship between speedup training
and the number of partitioned subregions, therefore there are tradeoffs between the expected learning speedup and the
expected generalization performance. Bickson et al. [26] introduce a parallel implementation of an SVM solver using MPI.
Their parallel solution can be used in peer-to-peer and grid environments. However, their implementation of the algorithm
using a synchronous communication model due to MPI’s lack of support for asynchronous communication could affect the
speed of training time.
SVMs rely on the number of support vectors for classification. Support Vectors are those which lie near the hyperplane
which separates the cluster of vectors, introducing the largest margin between two classes. Graf et al. [27] propose a
parallel implementation of the SVM training algorithm based on the idea of eliminating non-support vector early from the
optimization as an effective strategy for accelerating solving SVMs. Using this concept the training data are partitioned and
solved an SVM for each partition. The support vectors from each couple of classifiers are then combined into a new training
set for which an SVM is solved. The process carries on until a final single classifier is left. The limitation of this approach is
that the training data are shared between different nodes which consequently could increase the overhead in training. Lu
et al. [19] propose a distributed support vectormachine training algorithmbased on the idea of partitioning training data and
exchanging support vectors over a strongly connected network. The algorithm converges to the global optimal classifier in
finite steps. However the performance of their solution can be depended on the network topology. Dong et al. [20] propose a
parallel algorithm inwhichmultiple SVMs are solved using subsets of a training dataset. The support vectors in each SVMare
collected to train another SVM. The main advantage of the parallel optimization step is to remove most of the non-support
vectors which are useful in reducing the training time. Kun et al. [28] implemented parallel SMO using Cilk and Java threads.
The idea is to partition the training data into smaller parts, train these parts in parallel, and perform combination of support
vectors. However Cilk’s main disadvantage is that it requires a shared-memory machine [29].
Given that the focus ofmost of the current approaches is primarily on the SVMsolver, parallelization using a large number
of machines may introduce significant communication and synchronization overheads. Specific commodity parallelization
frameworks such as MapReduce [22] are believed to provide increased and simpler application scope in this context [30].
Chu et al. [31] capitalize natively on themulti-core capabilities of modern day processors, they proposed a distributed linear
SVM using theMapReduce framework; batch gradient descent is performed to optimize the objective function. Themappers
calculate the partial gradient and the reducer sums up the partial results to update the weight vector. However the batch
gradient descent algorithm is extremely slow to converge with some type of training data [10].
An interesting alternative is considered and discussed in [15]. This work is based on the KKT condition updates as the
major source of parallelism. The computation of updating optimality condition vector that includes kernel evaluations
which are required for every training data pattern is performed in a parallel way. Their experiments show an increase
in the speed of training SVM; however this approach can incur considerable network communication overhead due
to the large number of iterations involved. A comparable approach is adopted by Catanzaro et al. [21]. This approach
utilizes specialized processing hardware, Graphics Processing Units (GPU). The experimental results show remarkable speed
improvementswhen comparedwith traditional CPU based computation. Here the authors consider aMapReduce [22] based
approach exploiting the multi-threading capabilities of graphics processors. The results show a considerable decrease in
processing time. A key challengewith such approaches lies in the specialized environments and configuration requirements.
The dependency of specific development tools and techniques as well as platforms introduces additional, non-trivial
complexities. They also narrow the ability for application in terms of ease of use.
Although research ondistributed SVMalgorithmshas been carried out fromvarious dimensions,most of thework focuses
on specialized SVM formulations, solvers and architectures in isolation [21,27,17,18]. We are referring to the emphasis on
specific and specialized performance enhancement areas rather than overall flexibility, ease of use and practicality. There is
also a tendency to rely on specific strategies and techniques that aremostly intended to target specific scenarios. Specialized
configurations (including special hardware use, special software stacks and specialized code bases) limit their applicability
for practical large scale SVM training and classification. The use of specialized hardware including graphics processors does
not allow common computing resources to be employed. When special configurations are in use, increasing performance
and scalability via the use of additional processing nodes such as commodity personal computerswith average specifications
are not always viable.
These challenges and subsequently opportunities form themotivation basis behind the work proposed in this paper. Our
focus is to try to tackle a number of critical success factors with respect to practical, large scale SVM training. The primary
focus and goals are simplicity in terms of algorithmic approach as well as the use of easily accessible, commodity hardware
and software elements which provide practical scalability and large scale data processing capabilities. It is believed that the
combination of an efficient distributed SVM algorithm based on a highly scalable, commodity MapReduce implementation
can be exploited for large scale SVM training. A good discussion on the application of MapReduce for machine learning
in general is presented in [30]. This work highlights the potential of MapReduce in parallelization of machine learning
techniques.
3. The design of MRSMO
This section starts with a brief description of the SMO algorithm followed by a detailed description of MRSMO.
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3.1. SMO algorithm
The SMO algorithmwas developed by Platt [32] and enhanced by Keerthi et al. [33]. Platt takes the decomposition to the
extreme by selecting a set of only two points as the working set which is the minimum due to the following condition:
n−
i=1
αiyi = 0 (1)
where ai is the Lagrangemultiplier and y is the class name. This allows the subproblems to have analytical solutions. Despite
the need for more iteration to converge, each iteration uses only few operations; therefore the algorithm shows an overall
speed-up of some orders of magnitude [10]. Platt’s idea provides improvement in efficiency, and the SMO is now one of the
fastest SVM algorithms available. We define the following index set I which denotes the training data pattern:
I0 = {i : yi = 1, 0 < ai < c} ∪ {i : yi = −1, 0 < ai < c}
I1 = {i : yi = 1, ai = 0} (Positive Non-Support Vectors)
I2 = {i : yi = −1, ai = c} (Bound Negative Support Vectors)
I3 = {i : yi = 1, ai = c} (Bound Positive Support Vectors)
I4 = {i : yi = −1, ai = 0} (Negative Non-Support Vectors)
where c is the correction parameter, we also define bias bup and blow with their associated indices:
bup = min{fi : i ∈ I0 ∪ I1 ∪ I2}
Iup = argmin
i
fi
blow = max{fi : i ∈ I0 ∪ I3 ∪ I4}
Ilow = argmaxi fi.
The optimality conditions are tracked through the vector:
fi =
l−
j=1
ajyjK(Xj, Xi)− yi (2)
where K is a kernel function and Xi is training data points. SMO optimize two ai related with bup and blow according to the
following:
anew2 = aold2 − y2(f old1 − f old2 )/η (3)
anew1 = aold1 − s(aold2 − anew2 ) (4)
where η = 2k(X1, X2)− k(X1, X1)− k(X2, X2). After optimizing a1 and a2, fi which denotes the error of ith training data is
updated according to the following:
f newi = f oldi + (anew1 − aold1 )y1k(X1, Xi)+ (anew2 − aold2 )y2k(X2, Xi). (5)
To build a linear SVM, a single weight vector needs to be stored instead of all the training examples that correspond to
non-zero Lagrangemultipliers. If the joint optimization is successful, the storedweight vector needs to be updated to reflect
the new Lagrange multiplier values. The weight vector is updated according to the following:
w⃗new = w⃗ + y1(anew1 − a)x⃗1 + y2(anew, clipped2 − a2)x⃗. (6)
We check the optimality of the solution by calculating the optimality gap that is the gap between blow and bup. The
algorithm is terminated when blow ≤ bup + 2τ .
Algorithm 1: Sequential Minimal Optimization Algorithm
Input: training data xi, labels yi,
Output: sum of weight vector, α array, b and SV
1: Initialize: αi = 0, fi = −yi
2: Compute: bhigh, Ihigh, blow , Ilow
3: Update αIhigh and αIlow
4: repeat
5: Update fi
6: Compute: bhigh, Ihigh, blow, Ilow
7: Update αIhigh and αIlow
8: until blow ≤ bup + 2τ
9: Update the threshold b
10: Store the new α1 and α2 values
11: Update weight vector w if SVM is linear
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Fig. 1. The MapReduce model.
3.2. Distributed SMO
We start this section by briefly describing the MapReduce programming model followed by a detailed description of our
proposed MRSMO.
3.2.1. MapReduce model
Applications often require more resources than are available on an inexpensive machine [34]. The need for efficient and
effective models of parallel computing is clear due to the existence of extremely large datasets which cannot be processed
without using multiple computers. Google’s MapReduce programming model [22] provides an efficient framework for
processing large datasets in an extremely parallel manner. The Google File System [35] that underlies MapReduce provides
efficient and reliable distributed data storage required for applications involving large datasets.
The basic function of the MapReduce model is to iterate over the input, compute key/value pairs from each part of the
input, group all intermediate values by key, then iterate over the resulting groups and finally reduce each group. The model
efficiently supports parallelism. The programmer can abstract from the issues of distributed and parallel programming,
MapReduce implementation deals with issues such as load balancing, network performance, fault tolerance etc. [22]. The
Apache Hadoop project [23] is the most popular and widely used open-source implementation of Google’s MapReduce
writing in java for reliable, scalable, distributed computing. The MapReduce model is based on two separate steps in an
application [34];
- Map: An initial transformation step, in which individual input records are processed in parallel.
- Reduce: A summarization step, in which all associated records are processed together by a single entity.
The Hadoop implementation of the MapReduce model is presented in Fig. 1 shows which split the input into logical
chunks and each chunk is processed independently by a map task. The results of these processing chunks can be physically
partitioned into separate sets, which are then sorted. Each sorted chunk is passed to a reduce task.
The Hadoop File System (HDFS) is a file system designed forMapReduce jobs which read input in large chunks, process it,
and write chunks of output. For reliability, file data is replicated to multiple storage nodes [34]. HDFS services are provided
by two processes:
- NameNode: Manages the file system metadata, and provides management and control services.
- DataNode: Provides block storage and retrieval services.
3.2.2. Distributing rationale
SMO takes more than 9 h to train 100, 000100 training examples [28]; training SVM faster with large size training data
requires an efficient distributed SMO algorithm. Most of the computation time of the SMO algorithm is spent by updating
the optimality condition vector fi in (2) due to the kernel evaluations which are updated for all points at the iteration [15].
About 90% of the total computation time of SMO is used for updating fi array. The solution to this problem is to perform
updating fi array in parallel [15]. However this approach incurs large network communication cost due to the large number
of iterations involved. At each step only two points are selected and new step relies on previous data in error cache. The
main challenge of distributing SMO is to keep the network communication cost to minimum due to the large number of
iterations involved. One possible solution is to partition the training data into smaller parts, train these parts in parallel,
and perform a combination of result [28]. We prefer this approach for its simplicity and good result in terms of accuracy.
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Another solution is to partition the training data into smaller parts, train these parts in parallel, and perform a combination
and a retrain of the combined result [28]. However this approach is time consuming and retraining does not improve the
accuracy of the algorithm significantly.
3.2.3. Algorithm design
We have implemented MRSMO using the MapReduce framework. The basic idea of our distributed implementation is
similar to Kun et al. [28]. A caching scheme is used to cache the predicted output and update it at each successful step. Kernel
cache is used for caching Kernel value between two points which is used during error cache updates.
The algorithm partitions the entire training dataset into smaller subsets m and allocates each partitioned subset to a
single map task; the number of map tasks is equal to the number of partitions. Each map function optimizes a partition in
parallel. In the case of linear SVM the output of each map function is a partial weight vector for the local partition.
w⃗
Partial
=
l−
i=1
yiaix⃗i (7)
and the value of b for that partition. The reducer sums up the partial weight vector to calculate the global weight vector.
w⃗
Global
=
n−
i=1
w⃗
Partial
. (8)
Furthermore, the reducer has to deal with the value of b because this value is different for each partition; therefore the
reducer task also involves taking the average value of b for all partitions.We only need the globalweight vector and the value
b in order to calculate the SVM output according to the following.
u = w⃗ · x⃗− b. (9)
In the case of nonlinear SVM, the output of each map function is the alpha array for local partition and the value of b. The
reducer simply joins the partial alpha arrays to produce the global alpha array. Similar to the linear case the reducer has to
deal with the value of b because this value is different for each partition therefore the reducer takes the average value of b
for all partitions. We need the alpha array, b and the training data which correspond a > 0 in order to calculate the SVM
output according to the following.
u =
n−
i=1
yaii K(Xi, X)+ b. (10)
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode MRSMO; in line 1 p indicates the total number of training data partitions.
{lm}pm=1

k=1→p lm = l is a subset of all the training data patterns allocated to partitionm. Lines 1–12 are used to show the
optimization process of SMO for each partition; in each line only two points are used to jointly optimize at each iteration.
The process continues until the optimality gap condition bmlow ≤ bmup + 2τ is satisfied. Lines 13–19 are used to show the
assembling results from each partition to create global result; that is globalweight vector if SVM is linear, global alpha array,
and the value of b if SVM in non-linear.
Algorithm 2: MRSMO Algorithm
Input: training data xmi , labels y
m
i ,
Output: sum of weight vector, α array, b and SVs
1: p = number of partition {lm}pm=1,

m=1→p lm = l
2: Initialize: αmi = 0, f mi = −ymi
3: Compute: bmhigh, I
m
high, b
m
low, I
m
low
4: Update αmIhigh and α
m
Ilow
5: repeat
6: Update f mi
7: Compute: bmhigh , I
m
high, b
m
low , I
m
low
8: Update αmIhigh and α
m
Ilow
9: until bmlow ≤ bmup + 2τ
10: Update the threshold bm
11: Store the new αm 1 and αm 2 values
12: Update vector wm if SVM is linear
13: Calculate the value b; b =∑pi=1 bm/p
14: If (SVM is linear)
15: Calculate W; w =∑pi=1wm
16: Else
17: Obtain SVmset;sv
m = {αim > 0}
18: Create SV set;

m=1→p svm
19: Store all xi where αi > o
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Fig. 2. The MRSMO architecture.
Fig. 3. Image annotation system architecture.
We summarize the structure of the MRSMO as follows:
- Divide the training set intom random subsets of fixed size.
- Allocate each partition to a single map task.
- Eachmap function trains the partition; the output of eachmap function is a partialweight vectorand the value of b if SVM
is linear. In the case of nonlinear SVM, the output of each map function is the alpha array and the value of b.
- The reducer takes the average of b values, sums up the partial weight vectors to produce global weight vector if SVM is
linear. The reducer simply joins the partial alpha arrays to produce the global alpha array if SVM is nonlinear.
MRSMO Architecture is presented in Fig. 2.
4. Experimental results
In order to evaluate the efficiency of theMRSMO, we have implemented a prototype image annotation system using Java
programming language and theWEKA package [36]. The image annotation systems classify visual features into pre-defined
classes. Fig. 3 shows the architecture of the system; first images are segmented into blocks. Then, the low-level features are
extracted from the segmented images. Each segmented block is represented by feature vectors. Next stage is to assign the
low-level feature vectors to pre-defined categories. The system learns the correspondence between low level visual features
and image labels. Combination of low-level MPEG-7 descriptors such as scalable color [37] and edge histogram [37] is used.
In training stage, the classifier is fed with a set of training images in the form of attribute vectors with the associated labels.
After a model is trained, it is able to classify an unknown instance, into one of the learned class labels in the training set.
User interface of the prototype system which supports automatic annotation of images using standalone and MRSMO
classifiers is presented in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. A snapshot of the image annotation system.
4.1. Image corpora
The images are collected from the Corel database [38]. Images are classified into 10 classes, and each class of images has
one label associated with it. The 10 pre-defined labels are people, beach, mountains, bus, food, dinosaur, elephant, horses,
flowers and historic. Typical image sizes of 384×256 pixels are used in the training process. Low level features of the images
are extracted using the LIRE (Lucene Image REtrieval) library [39]. After extracting low level features, a typical image takes
the following basic form;
0, 256, 12, 1,−56, 3, 10, 1, 18, . . . , 2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, beach.
Each image is represented by 483 attributes, the last attribute indicates class name which indicates the category to which
the image is belonged.
4.2. Performance evaluation
Anumber of testswas carried out on 3Dell computers, Linux Fedora 11, RAM- 3.00GB, Processor 2.4 GHz. The experiment
shows that the efficiency of the MRSMO increases with the increase of the number of processors, the speed of training SVM
using 12mappers is around 11 times higher than the standalone SMO. TheMRSMO is extremely useful for large size training
data. Standard SMO andMRSMOwere evaluated from the aspects of accuracy in annotating images and efficiency in training
the models. The comparison of training times of standard SMO and MRSMO in binary classification is shown in Fig. 5.
Furthermore,we compared the accuracy level of the standard SMOandMRSMOalgorithms in classification andpresented
the results in Fig. 6. In total 50 unlabeled imageswere tested (10 images at a time), the average accuracy levelwas considered.
It is clear that the parallelization of SMO has not affected the accuracy level significantly. Results show that the MRSMO
achieves 93% accuracy level compared to 94% in the standard SMO. The differences between the generalization performances
achieved by standard SMO and MRSMO are very small and could be neglected in many cases. Although a very large number
of partitions could affect the level of accuracy of MRSMO, however if the input data is partitioned randomly and the size of
partitions are large enough, the effect on accuracy can be quite small [28].
4.2.1. Multiclass classification (one against all)
Multi-class classification on MRSMO was performed by one against all technique [40], that is at each map step only one
class of training instances is optimized against the rest of the classes.We consider an n-class problem.We need to determine
n direct decision functions that separate one class from the rest of the classes. Let Di be the ith decision function with the
maximummargin that separates class i from the rest of the classes:
Di(x) = wig(x)+ bi (11)
wherewi is the l-dimensional vector, g(x) is the mapping function that maps x onto the l-dimensional feature space, and bi
is the bias. The hyperplane Di(x) = 0 creates the separating hyperplane, training data belonging to class i satisfy Di(x) ≥ 1
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Fig. 5. Comparison of training times of standard SMO and MRSMO in binary classification.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of accuracy level of SMO and MRSMO in multiclass classification.
and training data belonging to the rest of the classes satisfy Di(x) ≤ 1. In classification, if for the input vector x, Di(x) > 0 is
satisfied for one i, x is classified into class i. This is because only the sign of the decision function is used.
A total of 5000 images are used in training process, images are classified into 10 classes, and each class of images has
one label associated with it. The 10 pre-defined labels are people, beach, mountains, bus, food, dinosaur, elephant, horses,
flowers and historic. MRSMO displays a high level of efficiency in training process compared to the standard SMO as shown
in Fig. 7.
5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have presented and evaluated a MapReduce based distributed SVM algorithm that capitalizes on the
scalability, parallelism and resiliency of theMapReduce framework for automatic image annotation. The performance of the
MRSMO algorithm is evaluated in an experimental environment. By partitioning the training dataset into smaller subsets
and optimizing the partitioned subsets across a cluster of multiple computing nodes, the MRSMO algorithm reduces the
training time significantly while maintaining a high level of accuracy in binary and multiclass classifications especially for
large size training dataset.
As part of future research work, we are planning to introduce load balancing techniques in order to achieve optimal
resource utilization. We believe that load balancing would further enhance the performance of our algorithm in terms of
speed. In this version, multiclass classification is performed using one against all technique.We are planning to implement a
MapReduce based distributed multiclass SMO using one against one technique which is considered to be more efficient, For
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Fig. 7. Comparison of training times of SMO and MRSMO in multiclass classification.
n class problem, the classifier generates n(n−1)/2 submodels, where n is the number of classes. Eachmodel solves a binary
subproblem, which is the most computationally expensive part in training multiclass SVM. We are planning to consider
heterogeneity in training datasets as well as available processors in a cluster environment, in which the computation tasks
have to be distributed and scheduled among all of the available processors equally to improve the overall performance.
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